When shippers send distress signals, 3PLs spring into action. The providers that earned a Readers’ Choice Top 10 3PL Excellence Award are among the most responsive and respected in the industry.

With more than 14,000 votes cast, our audience heaps praise on their 3PLs, spotlighting standout qualities, from follow-through and flexibility to transparency and trustworthiness.

“Getting the job done” figures prominently among survey responses. Voters credit their 3PL partners with executing deliveries even under challenging circumstances. Says one New York-based manufacturer of top spot holder Echo Global Logistics: “They are a great shipping partner to have on your side. They have been able to pull off miracles.”

With supply disruptions and demand distortions rocking supply chains in 2020 and uncertainty persisting in the near term, the ability to execute has gained urgency. By managing a portion or all of a shipper’s transportation and logistics operations, 3PLs keep goods flowing and supply chains humming, through ideal or inclement conditions. One voter describes his favorite 3PL as a “direct extension of my internal team.”

Along with ensuring the flow of goods, 3PLs also manage information, leveraging technology to optimize shipper operations and provide efficiency-boosting insights. They increasingly provide information technology (IT) solutions that customers can use in-house. Our 3PL Perspectives report (see page 70) finds that IT solutions are more prominent than ever in the 3PL value proposition.

IT is key when shippers have to respond nimbly to demand signals and/or pivot operations to provide critical medical supplies during a pandemic. While 2020 highlighted the medical supply chain, the importance of IT applies to all verticals and links.

Nearly all verticals are represented in this survey, including consumer packaged goods, pharmaceuticals, and automotive, with respondents listing diverse job titles (see About the Survey Respondents, page 102).

Voters include supply chain decision-makers from household brand names such as the Coca-Cola Company, Colgate-Palmolive, Dunkin’, and Kellogg’s to well-known manufacturers such as General Motors, Harley-Davidson, Northrop Grumman, and Whirlpool. (See Thank You Voters on page 110 for a wider sampling of voters’ companies.)

Through all the facets of the supply chain represented in our survey, one theme remains clear: Customer service reigns supreme. Year after year, our audience reaffirms its importance in their supply chains and the crucial role 3PLs play. The most lauded providers are resourceful, responsive, and innovative, and offer the technology solutions that keep shipments moving, even when the rest of the world is at a standstill.

These third-party logistics providers signal superlative service.

AND THE WINNERS ARE:
1. ECHO GLOBAL LOGISTICS
2. HUB GROUP
3. KENCO
4. (tie) GLOBALTRANZ
5. DHL SUPPLY CHAIN
6. SUNSET TRANSPORTATION
7. XPO LOGISTICS
8. (tie) SEKO LOGISTICS
9. C.H. ROBINSON WERNER
10. TRANSPLACE
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**IN THEIR OWN WORDS**

Sometimes I have hard-to-meet deadlines, and Sunset Transportation always gets the job done. I don't have to worry about my freight. I know it will get to the desired location without incident for the best value on my transportation dollar.

—DRS Marlo Coil

Echo Global Logistics is so good at customer service and attentive to the tiny details that are needed in LTL that we only use them.

—Crazy Go Nuts

XPO Logistics operates with an agile, customer-centric approach.

—ADVANZ PHARMA

R2 Logistics has an unfailing focus on the customer.

—BAE Systems

Transplace displays exceptional customer orientation and is open to feedback to desired changes. The team always goes above and beyond to help ensure deliveries are met, and meet or exceed expectations. They have a customer-first approach.

—BASF

C.H. Robinson offers a strategic partnership, taking our needs and best interests as their own.

—Bayer

Werner takes time to listen and understand our needs; they make doing business with them very easy for not only us as a company but our vendors as well.

—Orgill

Echo Global Logistics has fantastic representatives, fast support and problem solving. They offer last-minute load scheduling and pickup arrangements that allow me to have some peace of mind while building our shipments. Lower turnover within the 3PL means I don’t have to waste time explaining our situation constantly.

—Progressive Hardware Suppliers

**SERVICES READERS BUY**

82% Motor freight
74% Expedited, small package deliveries
72% Logistics technology, TMS, WMS
69% 3PL solutions, third-party logistics
64% Warehousing, fulfillment, DC services
54% Airfreight services
44% Ocean/ocean intermodal
44% Rail/rail intermodal
40% Global shipping, freight forwarding solutions
38% Port, site, facility selection
35% Materials handling equipment, solutions
16% Transportation equipment

**ONES TO WATCH**

These 3PLs garnered a good number of votes, but not quite enough to crack the Top 10 list.

- Agility USA
- Amazon FBA
- DB Schenker (Americas)
- DLS Worldwide
- FedEx
- GEODIS North America
- Kuehne + Nagel USA
- Saddle Creek Logistics Services
- Schneider
- Unishippers
- UPS
- Verst Logistics

**FUNCTION**

- Transportation management 16%
- Logistics management 18%
- Supply chain/purchasing/supply management 30%
- Corporate management 36%

**INDUSTRY**

- Services 11%
- Manufacturing 40%
- Retail, e-commerce, wholesale 49%

**ANNUAL SPEND**

- Transport/Logistics
- $1-10 M 23%
- $10-49 M 40%
- $100 M + 10%
- Under $1 M 27%

**ABOUT THE SURVEY RESPONDENTS**

**ANNUAL SPEND**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>INDUSTRY</th>
<th>FUNCTION</th>
<th>SERVICES READERS BUY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Transport/Logistics</td>
<td>Transportation management</td>
<td>82% Motor freight</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Logistics management</td>
<td>74% Expedited, small package deliveries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Supply chain/purchasing/supply management</td>
<td>72% Logistics technology, TMS, WMS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Corporate management</td>
<td>69% 3PL solutions, third-party logistics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Manufacturing</td>
<td>64% Warehousing, fulfillment, DC services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Retail, e-commerce, wholesale</td>
<td>54% Airfreight services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Services</td>
<td>44% Ocean/ocean intermodal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Manufacturing</td>
<td>44% Rail/rail intermodal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Services</td>
<td>40% Global shipping, freight forwarding solutions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Manufacturing</td>
<td>38% Port, site, facility selection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Services</td>
<td>35% Materials handling equipment, solutions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Manufacturing</td>
<td>16% Transportation equipment</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ANNUAL SPEND**

- $1-10 M 23%
- $10-49 M 40%
- $100 M + 10%
- Under $1 M 27%

**ANNUAL SPEND**

- Retail, e-commerce, wholesale 49%
- Manufacturing 40%
- Services 11%

**FUNCTION**

- Transportation management 16%
- Logistics management 18%
- Supply chain/purchasing/supply management 30%
- Corporate management 36%
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Hub Group is an innovative logistics company that combines asset-backed transportation solutions and advanced supply chain management services to craft optimized solutions for each client. Their focus is achieving every client’s unique business objective, evaluating existing processes to identify areas of continuous improvement that uncover hidden value and performance.

Customers recognize the value Hub Group brings to their operations. “Hub Group is the definition of creating positive, lasting memories in our 13-year strategic relationship,” says the director of logistics and customer relations at WD-40 Company, a longtime Hub Group client. “As cohesive business partners, Hub Group has continually helped WD-40 improve service, ship more efficiently, advance technology, and optimize our bottom line.

“This collaborative nature is a large contributor to making us better than we are today,” says the director.

Hub Group addresses top shipper concerns, including controlling logistics spend, increasing supply chain visibility, and ensuring that a customer’s logistics provider understands their specific needs. They harness nearly 50 years of experience, advanced technology, and intimate client-industry knowledge to collaboratively develop solutions that give customers better control and visibility.

**CLIENT ROSTER:**
- Archway
- Culligan International
- Duracell
- Greenheck
- Johnstone Supply
- Monster Beverage
- Newell
- Omron
- Purely Elizabeth
- Taraca Pacific

**WHY THEY WON:**
Hub Group began in 2005 with one objective—to simplify transportation management. From coast to coast, dock to dock, and across all major transportation modes, Hub Global Logistics connects businesses that need to ship their products with carriers who transport goods quickly, securely, and cost-effectively.

“As a longtime client of Hub, we know without a doubt that we can rely on them to not only manage the transportation of our goods, but also work with us to continuously improve and optimize our transportation strategy,” says Elizabeth Stein, founder and CEO at Purely Elizabeth. “We truly value our partnership.”

“Since our founding, Hub’s goal has always been to simplify transportation management by handling the crucial tasks involved in shipping, so our clients and carriers can focus on what they do best,” says Doug Waggoner, chairman of the board of directors and chief executive officer.

Echo accomplishes this through a unique combination of expert logistics professionals, best-in-class service, and proprietary technology. “These factors continue to differentiate us from our competitors and certainly play a key role in Echo being voted No. 1 these past four years,” Waggoner adds.

During these unprecedented times, many businesses have had to adjust their shipping plans. Echo remains committed to ensuring its clients’ supply chains remain uninterrupted. Its proprietary technology platform, EchoAccelerator, allows clients to streamline their transportation management wherever they may be working.

“This past year, we continued to develop and add new elements to EchoShip and EchoDrive, and we launched EchoDrive Preferred, our loyalty program for carrier partners,” notes Waggoner. “With these enhancements, we are further simplifying the freight marketplace with solutions that address our clients’ and carriers’ needs, while also increasing our employees’ productivity.”
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For almost 70 years, Kenco has been committed to finding new and better ways to add value for its customers. Supply chains are constantly changing, and Kenco is at the forefront of new solutions and innovation. For years, the company has advocated for digital transformation and is pleased to see more companies exploring ways to gain efficiency through new thinking and systems.

Kenco is agile, data-centric, and customer-focused. Customers say they appreciate that Kenco can handle the most complex supply chain requests while being accessible and engaged with customers like a local partner. In the past year, Kenco has enhanced its service offerings in e-commerce and transportation while leveraging technology to drive enhancements across its entire suite of solutions.

As expected in the wake of COVID-19, many customers experienced significant and sudden volume changes. Customers in the food, consumer packaged goods, and healthcare industries have seen increases in demand of 30% to 200%, while others have experienced significant decreases. With a customized approach, Kenco’s elite team of engineers and other supply chain experts works with all customers to help them optimize and reduce costs during this challenging time.

In addition, with increasing demands for faster ground delivery speeds and decreased transportation costs, Kenco opened a new e-commerce fulfillment center to help customers stay one step ahead of the competition.

As consumers continue to turn to e-commerce, and expectations for shipping times are quicker than ever, port diversification is a must as supply chains rise to meet these demands. Amid the COVID-19 pandemic, the importance of port diversification has been made abundantly clear as many sites across the globe shut down. China is one of the world’s major manufacturing hubs, and supply chains that rely mainly on sourcing and manufacturing from China and nearby regions faced huge challenges during COVID-19. Kenco specifically opened a new warehousing and distribution services facility late last year in Perris, California, to support customers’ Asian imports coming from the Port of Los Angeles.
DHL SUPPLY CHAIN

WHY THEY WON:

As the largest contract logistics company in North America and globally, DHL Supply Chain has a proven ability to attract and retain dedicated associates with a team-based culture focused on continuous improvement and operational excellence. With 136 million square feet of warehousing space over 480 sites, DHL Supply Chain offers unparalleled scale in the market and a broad suite of integrated solutions, bringing greater flexibility, predictability, and speed to customers’ supply chains. The 3PL has also demonstrated its ability to anticipate and adapt to the changing market, for example, with a 2018 commitment to invest $300 million in emerging technologies.

Two critical trends today are digitization and e-commerce. Digitization—while offering significant improvements...
XPO Logistics’ scale, capacity, flexibility, visibility, and technology enable it to adapt to customer needs quickly. Just ask Lawrence Silber, president and chief executive officer of Herc Rentals. “We rolled out our XPO Logistics program to all our U.S. operating branches,” he says. “We improved savings through reductions in cost per mile and improved revenue recovery for delivery. A new online portal enables us to better manage both long distance and local external transportation costs with enhanced back office tools. Biweekly reporting activities help us recover transportation costs and improve ancillary revenues.”

XPO Logistics constantly improves its proprietary technologies and invests approximately $550 million annually. “We focus on four areas of innovation: automation and intelligent machines, visibility and customer service, our digital freight marketplace, and dynamic data science,” notes Mario Harik, chief information officer. “In times like these, when volumes move with unusual volatility, these tools have been essential in allowing us to better serve our customers.”

The company’s biggest challenge throughout the COVID crisis has been keeping supply chains moving while keeping front-line workers safe. “As we look ahead, the focus will be on building resilient supply chains,” Harik says. “Technology will be key. Many customers have to reconceive their supply chains, and we can help them through that process. Customers want to be nimble, they want to know where their freight is, and they want a frictionless ‘no contact’ experience. We’ve invested significantly in the kind of advanced technologies that can manage supply chain stress points.”

XPO Logistics believes that some behaviors reshaped by the pandemic may be long lasting. “E-commerce growth will accelerate in the post-pandemic world,” Harik notes. “Many customers are experiencing peak demands as consumers shop online for everything from food to furniture. We’re helping brick-and-mortar customers shift to omnichannel and e-commerce by leveraging our smart tools and technologies, capacity, and scale.”
WERNER LOGISTICS

WHY THEY WON:

As an asset-backed 3PL, Werner Logistics is focused on providing a premier experience to all its customers, carriers, and talent across one of the broadest portfolios in the industry, ranging not only across modes—truckload, LTL, final mile, intermodal, ocean and air—but also across strategic freight management, contract, and transactional solutions.

Werner understands the pressure customers face to accelerate their supply chains, which is why it leverages cutting-edge technology to deliver low-cost, high-value solutions.

“We implemented Werner Logistics as our 3PL in the first quarter of 2020 after considering several of the top 3PLs,” says one customer. “Werner Logistics has not only handled our tactical needs but also quickly leveraged their supply chain talent and technology to make an immediate impact.”

“Werner Logistics customers are in the center of everything we do,” says Matt Parry, senior vice president of logistics. “As an asset-backed 3PL, we are able to leverage the strength of Werner’s vast portfolio of products to create a premier experience for our customers.

“With our broad portfolio of services and best-in-class customer service team, we are committed to providing creative solutions for our customers, generating the best outcome for their needs,” he adds.

Werner understands the power that technology wields in the industry, and specifically in the 3PL market. After years of investment and research, it recently launched Werner EDGE, the innovation arm at Werner Enterprises, which develops and implements the latest technology-rich solutions in transportation.

“Embracing technology and our ability to build strong, lasting relationships with our customers and our alliance carriers sets us apart,” Parry says.

During the pandemic, Werner Logistics’ focus is on helping customers stabilize, fortify, or transform their supply chains to address the needs of their customers. Werner Logistics can adapt quickly and customize a solution based on each customer’s specific needs and challenges.
R2 Logistics

WHY THEY WON:

R2 Logistics provides supply chain management services to shippers of all sizes. R2’s strong reputation as an industry leader was built on its culture of reliable service and relentless passion.

“Strategic supply chain relationships are vital to our service promise,” notes Kim Berry, vice president of distribution for The Scotts Company. “R2 Logistics has been a trusted partner of Scotts for several years. They consistently provide our company the highest standard options and always deliver best-in-class service.”

R2 provides a full range of managed transportation solutions, including truckload and LTL, expedited and air, flatbed and specialized, intermodal and ocean, and reverse logistics. And, backed by game-changing technology, R2’s Transportation Management System allows customers to rate shipments and receive real-time visibility into their logistics network.

“To be recognized by Inbound Logistics and their readers as a Top 10 3PL for the second year in a row is not only an honor but also a testament to practicing the core tenet at R2—customer service is priority No. 1,” says John Pavlick, senior vice president of operations at R2 Logistics.

“I’m incredibly proud of our team for doing what we preach day in and day out—provide the best value and service for our customers, plain and simple.

“In the past year we have added new technology that allows us to be more efficient across multiple aspects of the job with plans to continue to bring on more tools that will ensure our employees are able to focus on being the best service providers in the business,” he adds.

CLIENT ROSTER:
- Albertsons
- Anheuser-Busch
- Campbell’s Soup
- Chewy.com
- ConAgra
- Halliburton
- Owens Corning
- PetSmart
- The Scotts Company
- Westlake Chemical

TRANSPLACE

WHY THEY WON:

Transplace leverages its deep vertical focus and proprietary technology to provide customers with logistically sound services. The company continues to invest in the latest technologies to ensure innovative solutions.

“Transplace delivers the optimal blend of managed transportation services, flexible TMS technology, deep vertical market expertise, and business improvement solutions to achieve profitable and predictable results,” says Frank McGuigan, chief executive officer.

“By combining advanced technology innovation with market intelligence and our $9 billion transportation network, Transplace is able to consistently drive service and cost improvements for shippers.”

“Transplace has been a partner with a superior track record of on-time and on-budget delivery across our entire North American network,” says Chris Kozak, associate director of contract carriers at Tyson Foods. “Over the years, as we’ve expanded and developed new consumer-appealing food products, Transplace has adapted its transportation management technologies to support us in staying at the forefront of our industry.”

Frank McGuigan, Chief Executive Officer

CLIENT ROSTER:
- Nestle Waters
- BASF
- Colgate-Palmolive
- Dana
- Del Monte Foods
- Huhtamaki
- Intertape Polymer Group
- Reckitt Benckiser
- Tosca
- US Gypsum

Transplace understands the importance of supply chain consistency and visibility and strives to help clients achieve these goals. “We continue to integrate machine learning, predictive analytics, and real-time visibility capabilities into our services and solutions to deliver greater supply chain optimization, visibility, and predictability,” says McGuigan.

“Transplace continues to focus on providing innovative logistics solutions that deliver the velocity, visibility, predictability, and control shippers need,” he adds.